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Preface
This study estimates the extent to which development compacts approved by the Millennium
Challenge Corporation (MCC) fund projects in urban areas, particularly projects that improve housing
and related urban services. The International Housing Coalition (IHC) sponsored the study. Mr. Joseph F Lombardo, Principal of JF Lombardo Consulting and a former senior USAID official, and Ms
Kerstin Tebbe, Senior Research Consultant to JF Lombardo Consulting, prepared this report.
The IHC is a non-profit advocacy organization located in Washington D.C. that supports “Housing for All” and seeks to raise the priority of housing on the international development agenda. The
IHC supports the basic principles of property rights, secure tenure, effective title systems and efficient
and equitable housing finance systems—all essential elements to economic growth, civic stability and
democratic values. To learn more about the IHC visit its web site at www.Intlhc.org.
The IHC would like to express its gratitude to Habitat for Humanity International for printing
this report.
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Executive Summary
The world is becoming urban, and by most expert accounts the majority of the world’s population
now lives in urban areas. This fact has profound implications for development programs designed to
spur economic growth and reduce poverty. Some donors, such as the World Bank, have begun to
explicitly consider urbanization and urban poverty issues, and to place particular emphasis on the key
role of shelter-related programs in addressing urban poverty.
The purpose of this study was to examine the degree to which the Millennium Challenge
Corporation’s (MCC) investments address issues of urban poverty and the contribution of urbanization
to economic growth. The study reviewed the 15 MCC compacts signed as of December 31, 2007; and
attempted to categorize investments as urban or rural, and to compare the degree of urban investments
to the level of urbanization in the MCC-funded country. The study found that 75 percent of MCC
compact funds were projected to be rural investments and 25 percent were projected to be urban investments.
MCC investments in programs related to shelter represented only five percent of project investments and 20 percent of urban investments. These projects involved land or property rights or water
and sanitation. None of the compacts included housing development or slum improvement projects.
Nevertheless, many MCC programs have the potential to address urban poverty, if they were to
have an explicit spatial focus on urban areas and urban poverty. Such programs include land and
property rights; micro-financing; private sector development; and infrastructure, particularly water
and sanitation within urban areas, roads that link rural areas with urban and international markets, and
other types of social and economic programs. MCC does not require, however, compact proposals to
address urbanization or urban poverty specifically.
Moreover, the inherent biases that persist in the characterization of poverty as a rural phenomenon in World Bank-sponsored Poverty Reduction Strategies (PRS) and the heavy reliance on those
PRSs for developing MCC compact proposals, has resulted in MCC compacts that disproportionately
target rural and agricultural development programs, and relatively few that address the persistent,
growing, and largely neglected problems of urban poverty. These biases may have the inadvertent
impact of reducing the potential for MCC compacts to achieve maximum economic growth potential,
with concomitant implications for a country’s ability to meet the Millennium Development Goals.
MCC’s methodology of allowing eligible countries to assess their own development needs and
design their own projects is compatible with a greater focus on urbanization and urban poverty. The
MCC may want to consider realigning its own policy guidance to prospective compact countries so
that it is consistent with the recent World Bank emphasis on the importance of Poverty Reduction
Strategies to address urbanization and urban poverty—particularly the role of shelter—in assessing
the efficacy of national poverty reduction goals.
Given that many countries proposing compacts to MCC rely on their PRSs in developing their
proposals, such a policy shift to a greater emphasis on urbanization issues would be seen as compatible
with the premise that the country, not the donor, should develop and propose those programs that will
best contribute to economic growth and poverty reduction. The focus on urbanization and urban pov3

erty, then, would be seen as deepening the analysis required to ensure appropriate policies and programs are designed to reflect the realities, trends and prospects for reducing poverty through economic
growth.
To implement this policy shift, MCC would need to develop a more refined set of criteria for
compact proposal development and feasibility assessment that would help guide a country in developing greater balance between rural and urban investments, as well as for those investments that build
synergy through rural-urban linkages.
Thus, the MCC model can easily be adapted to maintain its emphasis on country-led identification of development need and program design, while simultaneously requiring a more robust assessment of need and program design that address the differential issues of urbanization and urban poverty
in a national context of economic growth and poverty reduction.
In addition to integrating spatial analysis into the constraints analysis, MCC should examine the
degree to which it may need to improve its in-house expertise on issues of urbanization, urban poverty,
and the role of shelter and urban services as it relates to promoting national poverty reduction through
economic growth.
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Background
Urbanization and Poverty Reduction
In 2008 the world reaches a watershed: for the first time in history, 3.3 billion people, or over half
of the world’s population, will be living in urban areas. This urban population is expected to increase
to about five billion people by 2030, and represents a 72 percent increase in the world’s urban population between 2000 and 2030. Built-up areas of cities of 100,000 or more people could see increases of
175 percent. The unprecedented growth in urban population expected over the next several decades
will be most notable in Asia and Africa, where the urban population will double between 2000 and
2030. The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) estimates that by 2030, more than 80 percent of
urban dwellers will be living in cities and towns of the developing world.1 Moreover, natural population increase, as opposed to rural-urban migration, will play an increasingly important role in this
urban growth.
Concomitant with this urban growth is a shift in the epicenter of poverty. Until recently, most
indicators of poverty showed rural areas to be worse off than urban areas. Urban residents were assumed to have better access to health, education, basic infrastructure, and social and economic opportunity. With the urban transition, however, the UNFPA now estimates that poverty is increasing more
rapidly in urban areas than in rural areas.2 3 Today, a billion people live in slums, accounting for one
of every three urban dwellers, or about one-sixth of the world’s population. More than 90 percent of
those slum dwellers are in developing countries.4 In Sub-Saharan Africa alone, the slum population
doubled in 15 years to nearly 200 million in 2005.
Although urbanization, which is the increase in share of total population living in urban areas,
brings challenges for managing the concentration of poverty, slum growth, social disruption, and health
and environmental issues, it also brings hope and opportunity for providing solutions to these problems. Urbanization is associated historically with significant economic growth, and no industrialized
country has achieved significant economic growth without urbanization.5 Moreover, given the historical association between economic growth and poverty reduction, urbanization can be expected to play
an ever-increasing role in reducing national poverty.6
1

United Nations Population Fund (2007) ‘State of World Population 2007: Unleashing the Potential of Urban
Growth’, Online Report: United Nations Population Fund, Introduction, page 1.
2
Ibid, Chapter 2 page 2.
3
Ibid, Chapter 3, pp. 3-5. Public policy attempts to stem rural-urban migration, however, have most often proved
futile and counterproductive. It is precisely those countries that have allowed free movement of people that are most
likely to see reductions in rural poverty; while those who attempt to control or reverse such movements tend to
experience stagnating or deteriorating conditions.
4
See Zhang, Y. (2007) ‘Trend Towards Urbanization of the World’s Population’, UN Chronicle Online Edition.
5
UNFPA (2007) op. cit, Introduction, p. 1.
6
UNFPA (2007) op. cit, Chapter 3, pp. 1-3. UNFPA examined the role of urbanization in economic growth and
poverty reduction. Applying a procedure for analyzing the rural and urban components of national poverty rates to 25
countries, UNFPA found that the urbanization effect until the 1990s was relatively unimportant, but that since then
the transfer of population from rural to urban areas appears to account for about 10 percent of the reduction in
national poverty. In Bolivia, urbanization accounted for 28.3 percent of the 1.2 percent reduction in poverty between
1999-2005; in Brazil, 17 percent of the 5.1 percent in poverty reduction between 1999-2004; and in Nicaragua,
although urban and rural poverty levels remain virtually unchanged between 1998-2001, national poverty fell by over
one-half a percentage point as a result of urbanization. While these analyses do not provide conclusive evidence of
urbanization per se causing poverty reduction, it does suggest the dynamic of urbanization can play an important role
in the process of reducing poverty.
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Achieving Poverty Reduction in Urban Areas
The UN Millennium Development Declaration recognized the importance of addressing poverty
in urban areas when it established the Millennium Development Goal (MDG)7, which aims to “achieve
significant improvement in the lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers by 2020.”7 As urbanization
continues unabated, the battle to achieve the MDGs, including reducing poverty by half by 2015, will
similarly need to shift to urban areas.
Although there are many dimensions to urban poverty, shelter is one of the most crucial areas that
need to be addressed.8 Many of the difficulties facing the urban poor in terms of income generation,
access to basic services, and stability of social networks can be traced to the challenges of securing
adequate shelter.9 As the UNPF states it: “Shelter is at the core of urban poverty.”10 Shelter is usually
comprised of such services as: access to land with reasonable transportation to markets and employment centers; secure land tenure; and basic urban services necessary for health and safety such as
streets, especially potable water and sanitation, garbage collection, and related municipal services. The
provision of health and education facilities is also critical for helping transform slums into communities that provide opportunity for social mobility. Initiatives to address shelter for the poor are particularly beneficial to poor women, who often carry the burdens of child rearing, household management,
and breadwinner.
Addressing urban poverty through shelter-related programs and investments requires policy makers in developing countries, as well as among the international donor community, to rethink some of
the tenets of programming strategies. Given the historical focus on rural and agricultural development,
as well as the difficulties of adequately capturing information on the urban poor, it is understandable
that many, if not all, governments and donors have developed an implicit bias against investments in
urban areas. As we have seen from the previous discussion, however, donors and governments may
find upon closer examination that addressing urban and shelter issues can improve the efficacy of their
programs to reduce global and national poverty.

Purpose of Assessment
Millennium Challenge Corporation
The Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) is potentially an important organization for addressing urban poverty, particularly given the relationship between urban shelter investments and national poverty reduction, and MCC’s own focus on reducing global poverty through economic growth.
MCC is a U.S. government foreign assistance agency that supports countries who have demonstrated a
commitment to economic freedom, governing justly, and investing in their people, as measured by their
scores on a set of published indicators for each of these categories. MCC rates the country on the
indicators and only those who meet an anti-corruption criterion and score above the median for each of
the three sets of indicators are eligible for assistance under an MCC compact.
7

Zhang, op. cit. page 1.
UNPF, op. cit. Chapter 3, p. 5 ff.
9
http://www.makingcitieswork.org/www/urbanThemes/economic_growth/Urban_Poverty/poverty_doc
10
Ibid. p. 5.
8
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In addition to a focus on reducing poverty through economic growth and reliance on objective
indicators to qualify countries for MCC compact assistance, MCC applies two other principles in its
relationship to the recipient countries. MCC requires that the country receiving the assistance identify,
through a participatory process, the greatest barriers to its development, and requires that countries
develop and adhere to a program design based on performance management standards. 11

Statement of Assessment Purpose
Given the important role that MCC funding can play in addressing urban poverty, the purpose of
this assessment is to estimate the projected amount compact countries plan to spend on urban and
shelter-related programs receiving MCC funding.

Methodology
The study methodology included the following steps:
1. Review of the MCC compacts approved as of December 31, 2007;12
2. Quantification of investments in rural versus urban areas of each country; and
3. Quantification of urban-based investments into those supporting shelter and others.

Definitions of Terms and Decision Rules
For the purpose of this assessment, Table 1 summarizes the definitions of key terms as used in this
report.
As the compacts were reviewed and analyzed, questions developed as to whether a portion of an
investment targeting rural areas could be considered urban as well. Similarly, it was not always clear
the degree to which a program, such as land titling in an urban area, is targeted to low-income neighborhoods. As questions of this nature arose, an attempt was made to contact an appropriate MCC
official for clarification. In several cases, MCC provided informal feedback on the spatial distribution
of investments and benefits of their compacts, and that information was incorporated in the analysis of
data in this report. To the extent it is possible to allocate an investment proportionately among rural
versus urban; or shelter versus non-shelter, a rough estimate was made of the distribution of funding.
Otherwise, the entire amount of the investment was allocated to the predominant type of investment or
investment location. Nevertheless, the report attempted to capture and discuss qualitatively those investments that promote rural-urban linkages, even when it was not possible to allocate a proportional
amount of the investment between rural and urban areas.

11

For further information on MCC, its policies and operations, see http://www.mcc.gov/about/index.php
Compacts in force as of December 31, 2007 were: Armenia, Benin, Cape Verde, El Salvador, Georgia, Ghana,
Honduras, Lesotho, Madagascar, Mali, Mongolia, Morocco, Mozambique, Nicaragua, and Vanuatu. See Appendix A
for summary tabular information on MCC compacts, their investments, and assumptions used to classify investments
are rural, urban, and undetermined.
12
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Table 1: Definition of Key Terms

Term

Definition

Comments

Urban area/Urban population

The larger of the list of 10 largest cities
or towns of each country; or all cities
and towns with populations greater than
or equal to 100,000. An urban area
includes all such cities and towns and

In most cases, a country’s list of urban
places will be limited to 10. For larger
countries, the list of all cities and towns
with a population greater than or equal
to 100,000 seems appropriate so as to

their peri-urban areas.

not exclude important urban areas.

Investments located in and benefiting
urban populations.

Where a facility, program, or
infrastructure is located in or passes
through an urban area, but where the
compact states clearly that the
beneficiaries are rural, then the
investment were counted as non-urban.

Urban investments

Investments such as seaports or airports,
or industrial parks were count as urban
if they are located in qualifying urban
areas. Highways to or passing through
an urban area but where the benefit is
clearly rural or agricultural were
classified as non-urban.

Shelter-related urban investments

Investments located in urban or peri-

The focus here was on those

urban areas involving land titling or
tenure; housing construction; urban
upgrading; water and sanitation; and
similar projects, including financial
services supporting shelter construction
or upgrading.

investments that have some direct
relevance to shelter. Where
desegregations were not possible from
the compact or discussions with MCC,
funds for activities that could benefit
shelter were allocated in their entirety to
shelter.
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Findings
Analysis of Total Investments
The 15 MCC compacts were funded for a total of approximately $4.8 billion, of which $4.3
million or 89 percent of the total compact funding is designated for projects.13 Figure 1 shows the
distribution of project funds among three categories: urban, rural, and undetermined allocation. Of the
total project funds, 23 percent were allocated for urban investments, 74 percent for rural investments,
and 3 percent could not be determined to be either urban or rural investments due to lack of specificity
in the MCC compacts.14 Three compacts (Benin, Madagascar, and Morocco) had some investments,
totaling $137.5 million, which lacked spatial information to determine if the investment was designed
to benefit urban or rural areas. Among the three compacts, the percentage of investments that could not
be determined ranged from eight percent to 41 percent. No compact was comprised solely of investments that could not be determined.
Figure 1: Urban, Rural and Undetermined Investments

Total Project Funds in MCC Com pacts by
Location of Investm ent

3%
23%

Urban
Rural
Cannot be
Determined

74%

Urban and Rural Investment Distribution
Excluding the undetermined investments, Figure 2 shows that, of the remaining $4.1 billion, 74
percent of the investments were rural and 23 percent were urban focused. Rural investments accounted
for $3.15 billion. Five out of the 15 compacts, or 33 percent, were 100 percent rural in nature including those of Armenia, El Salvador, Georgia, Honduras, and Nicaragua. For 14 compacts, rural investment was near to or exceeded 50 percent of the project funding. It should be noted, nevertheless, that of
the compacts that were classified as focusing their investments on rural beneficiaries, some, like Honduras, did include infrastructure investments in highways that link rural with major urban areas. The
information in the compacts was insufficient, however, to determine the extent of any anticipated urban
benefit derived from such rural-urban linkages.
13

The remaining funds are reserved for program administration, monitoring and evaluation, and similar non-project
activities. Percentages reported for various programs are based on the project funding, and not the total funded
amount of the compacts.
14
See Appendix B for detailed statistical data on compacts and their investments.
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Identifiable urban investments totaled approximately $982 million. No compact was found to
dedicate the full amount of project funds for urban investments, and none were found to finance housing construction or specific shelter improvement projects as a specific project element. The vast majority, ten of the 15 compacts or 66 percent, was found, however, to contain some level of urban investment. These compacts include: Benin, Cape Verde, Ghana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Mali, Mongolia,
Morocco, Mozambique, and Vanuatu. Nevertheless, five of those ten compacts devoted less than 20
percent of their project resources to urban investments (Ghana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Morocco, and
Vanuatu). Compacts with the highest rates of urban investments were: Benin (77 percent), Mali and
Cape Verde (44 percent each), Mongolia (51 percent), and Mozambique (45 percent).

Classification of Urban Investments
Urban investments were further classified according to five categories of investment: Economic
Development; Human Development; Infrastructure; Land or Property Rights; and Water and Sanitation. Where projects within each country compact included some amount/percentage of urban investment, these projects were classified according to these five categories. These categories were then
further defined as either shelter-related or non shelter-related. The definitions of these categories are
included in the table below.
Table 2: Categories of Urban Investments

Category of Urban
Investment

Definition

Shelterrelated

Economic Development

Infrastructure and systems that support industry, create jobs,
expand access to markets and financial services, and develop
financial institutions

No

Human Development

Dimensions of quality of life including education and health

No

Infrastructure

Basic physical systems and structures in a country necessary for
productivity and development including transportation and
communications systems such as roads, bridges, rail lines,
airports, seaports, and other public works

No

Land or Property Rights

Basic rights related to real estate, i.e. land, including claims to
ownership and tenure

Yes

Water and Sanitation

Basic facilities, systems, and services that ensure adequate water
supply and sanitation to residents

Yes
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Analysis of Shelter-Related Investments
Five percent of all project funds were urban shelter-related (i.e. classified as Land or Property
Rights or Water and Sanitation) while the remaining 18 percent were urban non-shelter related (i.e.
classified as Economic Development, Human Development, or Infrastructure) (See Figure 2). When
comparing urban investments alone, however, approximately 20 percent of urban investments were
found to be shelter-related, while approximately 80 percent were found to be non-shelter related (See
Figure 3). Only four countries included shelter-related urban investments in their country compacts:
Benin, Lesotho, Mongolia, and Mozambique. These shelter-related investments fell under the Access
to Land Project in Benin (Land or Property Rights); the Water Sector Project in Lesotho (Water and
Sanitation); the Property Rights Project in Mongolia (Land or Property Rights); and the Water Supply
and Sanitation Project (Water and Sanitation) and Land Tenure Services Project (Land or Property
Rights) in Mozambique. Therefore, among all 45 projects identified within the country compacts, only
five included shelter-related urban investment.
Figure 2: Urban Shelter, Urban Non-Shelter, and Non-Urban Investments

Total Project Funds in All MCC Com pacts by
Type of Investm ent
5%
18%

Urban - Shelter-related

Urban - Non shelterrelated
Non-urban
77%

Figure 3: Comparison of Shelter and Non-Shelter Urban Investments

Type of Urban Investm ent, Shelter-related
and Non Shelter-related

20%
Shelter-related
Non shelterrelated
80%
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Among the five shelter-related projects, the range of that project activity found to be specifically
targeted to shelter varied considerably. The Property Rights Project in Mongolia was the only one that
could be classified as 100 percent urban, as well as 100 percent shelter-related. Thus, only one project
of 45 could be considered to be 100 percent shelter-related. For the other four shelter-related projects in
Benin, Lesotho, and Mozambique, the shelter-related urban investment was found to be only a portion
of the full investment under the given project. The percentage of the investment that could be estimated
as shelter-related ranged from just greater than eight percent for the Water Sector Project in Lesotho,
approximately 26 percent in each the Benin Access to Land Project and the Mozambique Land Tenure
Services Project, and approximately 70 percent in the Mozambique Water Supply and Sanitation Project.

Urban Population versus Urban Investment in Compact
Countries
Overall, the level of urban investment across all country compacts doesn’t match the level of
urban population in all compact countries. On average, one-third of the population of the 15 compact
countries is urban, whereas on average less than one-quarter of the MCC investments in those countries are targeted to urban areas. Thus, there appears to be a weak relationship between the level of
urbanization and percent of MCC investment targeted to urban areas. Cape Verde, with the highest
level of urban population at 54 percent, had a mid-rage level of urban investment (44 percent). Benin,
the country with the highest level of urban investment (77 percent), had a mid-range level of urban
population (30 percent) compared to the other compact countries. The countries that had no urban
investment at all – Armenia, El Salvador, Georgia, Honduras, Madagascar, and Nicaragua – had 53
percent, 26 percent, 40 percent, 31 percent, 14 percent, and 38 percent urban populations, respectively.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The major conclusions and recommendations of this analysis are:

Conclusions
1. MCC investments are disproportionately concentrated in rural areas, or designed to benefit
rural populations. This conclusion is most striking when comparing the average percentage of urban
population with the average percentage of investment focused on urban areas. The importance of this
finding is accentuated by the degree of current and projected urbanization in the world and in the MCC
countries.15
15

It should be noted that this study, based on guidance from IHC, used a conservative measure for urbanization that is
limited to the 10 largest urban areas or those with populations greater than or equal to 100,000. Had the study used
data from the United Nations, which encompasses all urban areas, the percentage of the population living in urban
areas in all MCC compact countries would have exceeded 45% in 2005 and is projected to approach 60% by 2030.
See, United Nations, 2007; UNSD Common Database, found at http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm Of course,
this broader definition of urban no doubt would have resulted in a somewhat larger percentage of MCC investments
that would have qualified as urban.
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2. A number of investments exist that, although designed to benefit primarily rural populations,
are potentially important for developing rural-urban linkages that could build synergy between the
urban-based economy and agricultural development. These linkages would enhance national economic growth and concomitant poverty reduction. These projects are mostly related to road infrastructure, agribusiness, and other private sector development efforts. Time and resources precluded a more
in-depth assessment of these projects. This finding reinforces the previous finding that it is important to
analyze the benefit stream as well as location of investment.
3. MCC investments in programs related to shelter are even more limited, representing only five
percent of project investments that could be identified as urban or non-urban, and 20 percent of urban
investments. The compacts did not include any housing development or slum improvement projects.
Given the importance of shelter investments for addressing poverty in urban areas and the important
role of reducing urban poverty to supporting national economic growth and poverty reduction, the
reasons for this paltry level of urban shelter investment should be further examined.
4. The lack of specific information on the spatial location of projects in compact proposals and in
compact constraints’ analyses limits the assessment of a project’s feasibility. There is some evidence
that failure to take into consideration differential rates of return associated with urban versus rural
investments may lead to misleading conclusions regarding the relative contribution of the project to
national economic growth and development.16 That analysis is not possible without knowing the spatial location of an investment, as well as the stream of benefits expected to accrue to rural versus urban
places and population groups within those places.

Recommendations
1. MCC should consider undertaking its own, more in-depth analysis and/or require more disaggregated information on spatial location of investments. The present study was only able to assess the
location of investments, and in some cases required us to make assumptions that would need further
verification. This analysis could be complemented with assessment of the spatial benefit flows to rural
and urban areas irrespective of the location of the investment. This latter assessment was beyond the
scope of the present study, and would require more specific data from MCC than was available to the
researchers through published sources.
2. MCC should re-examine its own policies and guidance to eligible countries to ensure that
spatial considerations are taken into account in the constraints analysis associated with developing
compact proposals. The heavy reliance on Poverty Reduction Strategies in the development of compact proposals introduces unwarranted bias against urban programs. Recently, the World Bank conducted a review of urban issues in poverty reduction strategies, and concluded that Poverty Reduction
Strategies have by and large neglected urban issues and have consequently missed the opportunity to

16

See Kalarickal, J. (2007) ‘Urban Investments and Rates of Return: Assessing MCC’s Approach to Project
Evaluation’, International Housing Coalition: Washington, DC.
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address these pressing needs.17 The report found that this lack of attention to urban areas is in part due
to the relatively low participation of local governments in the development of the PRSs and the lack of
analytic capability of the countries to assess urban issues, such as understanding urban development,
causes of urban poverty, importance of urban housing and property rights, and assessment of the economic contributions of urbanization and migration.18 The result is a bias in the PRSs toward defining
poverty as a rural phenomenon. The World Bank has subsequently increased emphasis on the need for
national poverty reduction strategies to consider urbanization and how national strategies will contribute to urban poverty reduction as well.19
3. Associated with integrating spatial analysis into the constraints analysis, MCC should examine the degree to which it may need to improve its in-house expertise on issues of urbanization, urban
poverty, and the role of shelter and urban services as it relates to promoting national poverty reduction
through economic growth.

17

See Baker, J. and I. Reichardt (2007) ‘A Review of Urban Development Issues in Poverty Reduction Strategies’,
Urban Papers UP-3, The World Bank: Washington, DC. Of the countries reviewed, two are MCC Compact
Countries: Georgia and Honduras. In both cases, there was either inadequate or no treatment of urban issues in
discussing strategies to improve income, health, education, and empowerment. Honduras did provide a detailed
discussion of urban issues with regard to security matters.
18
Ibid. p. 6.
19

See http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/ for information on urban poverty and linkages to

Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs), last accessed 2/16/08.
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Appendix A:
Summary Descriptions of Investments in MCC Compacts
Country

Armenia

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Rural Road
Rehabilitate up to 943 km of high
0% urban
Rehabilitation priority lifeline network (LLN) roads
Project
consisting of 85 road segments
100% rural
throughout the country and
amounting to 321 km of republican
roads and 622 km of local roads

Irrigated
Agriculture
Project

1. Improve dilapidated infrastructure 0% urban
to expand the land area under
irrigated production and to improve 100% rural
efficiency including 21 regional
irrigation schemes, tertiary canal
systems, and the drainage system
serving the Ararat Valley production
systems
2. Build the management capacities
of the Water Supply Agency (WSA)
and Water User Associations
(WUAs) and provide training and
access to credit for member farmers
to transition to more profitable,
market-oriented agriculture

15

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$0 urban
$67,100,000 rural
(of $67,100,000
total)

$0 urban
$145,670,000
rural
(of $145,670,000
total)

Country

Benin

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Access to
1. Urban (and rural) land reform via 26.09% urban
Land Project analysis via detailed assessments of a
series of topics; policy formulation 73.91% rural
and legal reform of Land code
2. Conversion of 30, 000 urban
housing land use permits into land
titles in selected neighborhoods
primarily in Cotonou, Parakou and
Porto Novo (or 115,000 rural and
urban households)

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$9,397,618 urban
$26,622,382 rural

(of $36,020,000
total)
Assumptions:
Of the total 115,000
households projected
as beneficiaries of
this project, 30,000
are expected to be
urban.

3. New offices of the national
property registry will be established
to move land registration to the local
level
4. Information, education and
communication campaigns
5. Ensured coordination across
activities and agencies, facilitate
ongoing consultation with
stakeholder groups

Access to
Financial
Services
Project

Improve the capacity of financial
institutions to expand or establish
new services for MSMEs with urban
and rural poor gaining access to
broader and more effective menu of
financial products/services

16

Cannot be
Determined

Cannot be
Determined

Assumptions:
There are no
indications of
locations of project
implementation.

(of $19,650,000
total)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$21,960,216
Access to
1. Expansion of the Arbitration
64.08% urban
urban
Justice Project Center (Centre d’Arbitrage,
Mediation et Conciliation (CAMeC)) 35.92% rural
formed within the Chamber of
$12,309,784 rural
Commerce and Industry in Cotonou Assumptions:
Each of the 5 project (of $34,270,000
2. Strengthen current operations of components is being total)
the Business Registration Center in equally funded.
Cotonou, Porto-Novo, Aborney,
Parakou and support opening new
Components 1 and 2
satellite offices in Natitingou and
are considered urban
Lokossa
(20% each of the total
100%).
3. (a) Training of judges and court
Subcomponents A
personnel (locations unknown)
(b) improve efficiency of the
and B of Component
3 are considered 50%
Inspection General Service
urban each given that
(locations unknown)
(c) develop Legal Information Center the locations cannot
be determined.
to be located in Cotnou
Subcomponent C is
urban. Therefore,
4. Provision of legal aid through
66% of Component 3
NGOs across Benin
is urban (11.88% of
5. Creation of new courthouses
the total).
- 1 appellate court in Aboney
Component 4 is
- 8 courts of first instance
distributed throughout the considered 50% urban
country
(10% of the total)
given that the
component will be
implemented across
the entire country. For
Component 5 only the
appellate court in
Aboney is considered
urban (1 of 9 total
courts) making this
component 11%
urban (2.2% of the
total).
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Country

Project

Access to
Markets
Project

Cape Verde

Watershed
Management
and
Agriculture
Support
Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Improvements to the Port of Cotonou 100% urban
- Conduct feasibility studies
and assessments
0% rural
- Address safety and security
aspects of the Port
Assumptions:
- Construct a new South wharf The Port of Cotonou
to accommodate additional is based in Cotonou
traffic
and thereby is an
urban investment.

$169,447,000
urban

1. Develop water management
0% urban
infrastructure to slow runoff, capture
water in reservoirs, and re-charge
100% rural
aquifers

$0 urban

2. Establish demonstration farms,
extend training centers and technical
assistance targeted to farmers, small
agribusinesses and local
municipalities, and support
processing and marketing efforts
3. Provide credit for drip irrigation,
working capital and agribusiness
investments and technical assistance
to increase the capacity of financial
institutions to provide financial
services
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$0 rural
(of
$169,447,000
total)

$10,848,630 rural
(of $10,848,630
total)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Infrastructure 1. Upgrade and expand the Port of 50% urban
$39,380,104
Project
Praia to maximize the Port’s existing
urban
operational capacity and productivity 50% rural
(Praia is largest city; on island of
$39,380,104 rural
Santiago)
Assumptions:
Each of the 2 project (of $78,760,208
2. Rehabilitation and reconstruction components is being total)
of 5 roads on island of Santiago;
equally funded.
bridge construction and related
Component 1 is urban
works on Santo Antão Island
(locations unknown)
given that the Port of
Praia is located in
Praia.
Component 2 is rural
given that the bridge
and road construction
is for benefit of
agriculture.

Private Sector 1. Mobilize investment by removing
Development constraints and stimulating priority
Project
sectors by reducing early-stage
project development risks that
dissuade both domestic and
international private investors

50% urban

$3,600,000 urban

50% rural

$3,600,000 rural

(of $7,200,000
Assumptions:
The benefits of
total)
Components 1 and 2
2. Increase access to financial
are being spread
services and credit by supporting the across the full
development of micro-finance
population equally
institutions (MFIs) and improve
and are thereby each
financial intermediation by
is 50% urban.
expanding access to the primary
market for government securities
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Country

El Salvador

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Human
1. Increase the quality and capacity 0% urban
Development of formal and non-formal vocational
Project
programs to train greater numbers of 100% rural
students and expand access to at-risk
youth

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$0 urban
$95,070,000 rural
(of $95,070,000
total)

2. Increase coverage of water supply
and sanitation facilities and services;
provide near universal coverage of
on and off-grid electricity; and
provide or improve community
infrastructure to ensure local
connectivity for poor communities

Productive
1. Provide technical assistance to
0% urban
Development poor farmers to shift to high-value
Project
agricultural production and forestry 100% rural
strategies and to provide preinvestment studies and technical
assistance for the development and
implementation of business plans
2. Provide investment capital to
competitively selected applicants for
business activities
3. Provide financial enhancements to
support increased lending activity of
banks and non-bank financial
institutions in the Northern Zone
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$0 urban
$87,470,000 rural
(of $87,470,000
total)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Connectivity 1. Complete a two-lane transnational 0% urban
Project
highway across the Northern Zone
which will serve as a transport artery 100% rural
within the Northern Zone and
augment international connectivity
with Honduras and Guatemala

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$0 urban
$233,560,000
rural
(of $233,560,000
total)

2. Design, construct, and rehabilitate
secondary road standards
3. Improve modified tertiary road
standards

Georgia

Regional
Infrastructure
Rehabilitation
Project

1. Improve transportation for
regional trade via rehabilitation of
the main road that traverses the
Samtskhe-Javakehti region and
provide technical assistance for
development of a master road plan,
maintenance planning, and
contracting
2. Increase reliability of energy
supply and reduce losses by
rehabilitating the north-south gas
pipeline and provide advisory service
to the Government to support the
Ministry of Energy to further
develop and implement its energy
sector strategy
3. Improve regional and municipal
service delivery by providing grants
to fund physical infrastructure such
as water supply, sanitation,
irrigation, municipal gasification,
roads and solid waste
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0% urban

$0 urban

100% rural

$211,700,00 rural
(of $211,700,000
total)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Enterprise
1. Provide access to capital on viable 0% urban
Development terms, support policy reforms to
Project
improve the business environment, 100% rural
and improve business and technical
skills in farms and enterprises

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$0 urban
$47,500,000 rural
(of $47,500,000
total)

2. Create a professionally and
independently managed investment
fund to provide capital to small and
medium enterprises (SMEs), provide
technical assistance for portfolio
companies, and identify legal and
policy reforms to encourage further
investment in SMEs
3. Accelerate the transformation
from subsistence to commercial
agriculture through technical
assistance and grants to farmers and
agribusinesses

Ghana

Agriculture
Project

1. Accelerate the development of
commercial skills and capacity
among farmer-based organizations
(FBOs)
2. Develop irrigation for FBOs
3. Improve tenure security for
existing land users and facilitate
access to land
4. Improve post-harvest handling and
value chain services
5. Improve credit services for onfarm and value chain investments
6. Rehabilitate feeder roads in 8
districts
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0% urban

$0 urban

100% rural

$240,984,000
rural
(of $240,984,000
total)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Transportation 1. Improvements and upgrades to the 33% urban
Project
National Highway in a section of the
Accra-Terma Motorway
67% rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$47,701,333
urban

$95,402,667 rural
2. Improvements of five trunk roads Assumptions:
Each of the 3 project (of $143,104,000
3. Improvements to the Lake Volta components is being total)
ferry services
equally funded.
Component 1 is urban
given the location of
the highway being
upgraded.

Rural
1. Support the development of
Development procurement professionals and
Project
reinforce the capabilities of the
Government to procure goods and
services
2. Construct and rehabilitate
education facilities, water and
sanitation facilities, and
electrification; provide capacity
building support to local government
institutions
3. Automate and interconnect 121
rural banks and provide other
improvements in the national
payments systems to draw in those
not currently served or under-served
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0% urban

$0 urban

100% rural

$101,288,000
rural
(of $101,288,000
total)

Country

Honduras

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Rural
1. Provide technical assistance in the 0% urban
Development production and marketing of high
Project
value horticultural crops
100% rural
2. Provide technical assistance to
financial institutions, loans to such
institutions, and support in
expanding the national lien registry
system

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$0 urban
$72,195,000 rural
(of $72,195,000
total)

3. Construct and improve feeder
roads to connect farms to markets
4. Provide grants to fund agricultural
“public goods” projects that the
private sector cannot provide on its
own

Transportation 1. Improve segments of the
Project
Honduran portion of the
transnational Highway CA-5
2. Upgrade secondary routes to
improve the access of rural
communities to markets
3. Construct an effective weight
control system and issue contracts to
operate it effectively
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0% urban

$0 urban

100% rural

$125,700,000
rural
(of $125,700,000
total)

Country

Lesotho

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Water Sector 1. Construct a conveyance system
8.33% urban
$13,663,532.40
Project
from the Metolong Dam that
urban
involves the construction of
91.67% rural
downstream works for the supply of
$150,364,467.60
water to Maseru and the neighboring Assumptions:
rural
towns of Mazenod, Roma and Morija Each of the 4 project
components is being (of $164,028,000
2. Reticulation extensions and
equally funded.
total)
infrastructure rehabilitation of the
urban and peri-urban water network, Component 1 is
including reticulation extension to divided into 3 equal
the towns of Semonkong and
parts with the Maseru
augmented supply to the town of
section being urban.
Mazenod
Thereby, Component
1 is 33% urban
3. Improve rural water supply and
(8.33% of the total).
sanitation
Components 2, 3, and
4. Implement wetlands restoration 4 are rural.
and conservation
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Country

Project

Urban Investment

Health Sector 1. Renovation and rehabilitation of
Project
up to 150 health centers (locations
unknown)
2. Improve infrastructure and
management training in up to 14
hospital out-patient departments to
extend ART (locations unknown)

Percentage
Urban/Rural

14.29% urban

6. Strengthen pre-service and inservice health training capacities;
support process of decentralization of
health services; develop a research
and development unit in the MoHSW
(locations unknown)
7. Improve occupational health and
safety and medical waste
management practices (locations
unknown)
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$17,490,674.20
urban

85.71% rural
$104,907,325.80
rural
Assumptions:
Each of the 7 project
components is being (of $122,398,000
equally funded.
total)

3. Central laboratory constructed to Component 4 is urban
assist national HIV/AIDS prevention, given the location of
ART and TB programs (locations
the facility in Maseru.
unknown)
Components 1, 2, 3,
5, 6, and 7 cannot be
4. Central blood collection and
processing facility developed at
determined.
Botsabelo in Maseru
5. Rehabilitate staff residences and
dormitories at Lesotho’s National
Health Training College (locations
unknown)

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Private Sector 1. Issuance of national identification 69.24% urban
$24,999,999
Development cards
urban
Project
30.76% rural
2. Introduce automated clearing and
$11,105,001 rural
alternative payment options
Assumptions:
According to draft
(of $36,105,000
3. Regularize and upgrade informal MCC data,
total)
settlements beginning in Maseru and Components 1 ($10
extending to other cities and towns million) and 2 ($1.7
million) each have
4. Support civil legal reform to
2/3 urban
improve resolution of commercial investments.
disputes
Component 3 ($20.5
5. Provide training and public
million) has 70%
awareness to support gender equality urban investment.
in economic rights
According to draft
MCC data,
Components 4 ($2.87
million) and 5
($1.035 million) are
for the benefit of the
entire population but
the percentage urban
cannot be determined.
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Country

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Madagascar Land Tenure 1. Support development of the land Cannot be
Determined
Project
tenure reform
2. Improve the ability of the National Assumptions:
Land Service Administration to
None of the
provide land services with activities components can be
undertaken in the central offices in determined because
Antananarivo and the local land
there are no
indications of
management offices in the Zones
locations of project
3. Implement activities designed to implementation.
decentralize land services
4. Facilitate issuance of titles or land
rights certificates for potential
beneficiaries in the Zones
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Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Cannot be
Determined
(of $37,803,000
total)

Country

Project

Finance
Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

1. Promote legal and regulatory
17.41% urban
reform to improve the efficiency of
the financial system
82.59% rural
2. Reform sovereign debt
management and issuance
3. Strengthen the National Savings
Bank
4. Provide new instruments for
agribusiness credit
5. Modernize national interbank
payments system
6. Improve credit skills training,
increase credit information and
analysis

$6,250,000 urban
$29,638,000 rural

(of $35,888,000
Assumptions:
According to draft
total )
MCC data,
Component 1 ($3
million) is for the
benefit of the entire
population but the
percentage urban
cannot be determined.
According to draft
MCC data,
Components 2 ($1
million), 3 ($2
million), 5 ($19
million), and 6 ($3
million) each has
25% urban
investment.
According to draft
MCC data,
Component 4 ($8
million) is a rural
project.
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Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Country

Project

Agricultural
Business
Investment
Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

1. Create and operate 5 Agricultural 0% urban
Business Centers (ABCs)
100% rural
2. Create a national coordinating
center (NCC) and coordinate
activities with government ministries
and ABCs and identify the zones

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$0 urban
$17,683,000
(of $17,683,000
total)

3. Identify investment opportunities
4. Build management capacity in the
zones

Mali

Airport
1. Airside infrastructure
100% urban
Improvement improvements at Bamako-Sénou
Project
Airport in Bamako including to the 0% rural
runway and other areas, navigational
equipment, and security systems
Assumptions:
Components 1
2. Landside infrastructure
through 3 are urban
improvements to facilities and
given that the
utilities of Bamako-Sénou Airport; Bamako-Sénou
construction of a new passenger
Airport is located in
terminal
Bamako.
3. Institutional strengthening of the
Airport management as well as the
wider regulatory framework
governing civil aviation in Mali
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$89,631,777
urban
$0 rural
(of $89,631,777
total)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Industrial Park 1. Develop primary and secondary 100% urban
$94,266,519
Project
infrastructure for the Industrial Park
urban
(located in the Airport domain in
0% rural
Bamako) including road systems and
$0 rural
utilities
Assumptions:
Components 1
(of $94,266,519
2. Resettle with compensation
through 3 are urban total)
occupants of the Industrial Park
given that the
Industrial Park is
3. Strengthen institutions for
located in the domain
effective management, operation,
of the Bamako-Sénou
and maintenance of the facilities over Airport, which is
the long term
located in Bamako.

Alatona
Irrigation
Project

1. Upgrade the Niono—Goma Coura 0% urban
Road (81 km north-south road)
100% rural
2. Main conveyance system
expansion, Alatona irrigation system
development, and support to the ON
agency on water management
3. Allocate newly developed,
irrigated land to family farmers,
women market gardeners, and
farming companies in private
ownership
4. Resettle with compensation
families residing in the perimeter and
provide social infrastructure to them
5. Strengthen capacity and improve
agricultural practice through
research, training, and support to
organizations/associations
6. Encourage agricultural lending
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$0 urban
$234,608,468
rural
(of $234,608,468
total)

Country

Mongolia

Project

Rail Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

1. Provide training and technical
43.50% urban
assistance to UBTZ, the Mongolian
Railway Authority
56.50% rural
2. Assist in the formation of a
company owned by the Government
to own and lease various railway
assets

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$81,954,000
urban
$106,446,000
rural

Assumptions:
According to draft
MCC data, 43.5% of (of $188,378,000
this project is urban total)
investment (with
3. Assist LeaseCo (the company
1,149,000 urban
formed) in acquiring various railway- beneficiaries).
related assets to lease to UBTZ and
to other rail shippers and operators in
Mongolia

Property
1. Improve the formal system of land 100% urban
$23,062,286
Rights Project rights including land privatization
urban
and registration for migrants moving 0% rural
to Mongolia’s 3 biggest cities
$0 rural
(Ulaanbaatar, Erdenet and Darkhan) Assumptions:
Components 1
(of $23,062,286
2. Privatize and register
through 3 are urban total)
approximately 75,000 land plots in given that
the ger (suburban) areas of
implementation is
Ulaanbaatar and 8 regional centers located in or benefit
the cities and their ger
3. Identify and lease approximately and peri-urban areas.
300 serviced tracts of rangeland to
herder groups in the peri-urban areas
of Darkhan, Erdenet, and
Ulaanbaatar
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Country

Project

Vocational
Education
Project

Urban Investment

1. Reform the technical and
vocational education and training
(TVET) policy and operational
framework
2. Establish skills standards and a
competency-based qualification
training system

Percentage
Urban/Rural

60.00 % urban

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$15,307,713
urban

40.00 rural
$10,205,143 rural
Assumptions:
According to draft
MCC data, 60% of
this project is urban
investment.

(of $25,512,856
total)

3. Implement the new competencybased training system in TVET
schools
4. Provide career guidance and
employment information services

Health Project 1. Build capacity regarding non60.00 % urban
communicable diseases and injuries
(NCDI)
40.00 rural

$10,216,271
urban
$6,810,848 rural

2. Implement communication
campaigns and interventions to
reduce factors for NCDI through
behavior change
3. Mobilize client demand for
screening, introduce modern costeffective procedures, and provide
key equipment
4. Improve protocols and update
training for medical professionals
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Assumptions:
According to draft
MCC data, 60% of
this project is urban
investment.

(of $17,027,119
total)

Country

Morocco

Project

Fruit Tree
Productivity
Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

1. Intensification and rehabilitation 0% urban
of 55,000 hectares of rain-fed fruit
trees and the expansion of fruit tree 100% rural
production on 120,000 ha.

$0 urban

2. Intensification and rehabilitation
of existing olive tree production in
small and medium-sized irrigated
perimeters

(of $300,898,447
total)

$300,898,447
rural

3. Support upgrading of existing
small-scale irrigation infrastructure
and the intensification and
rehabilitation of existing date tree
cultivation in irrigated oasis
perimeters
4. Support a variety of critical value
chain support services

Small-Scale
Fisheries
Project

1. Construct fish landing sites along 0% urban
both coasts of Morocco, and
construct or upgrade port facilities in 100% rural
13 major ports

$0 urban

2. Construct or rehabilitate up to 6
modern wholesale fish markets in
selected cities

(of $116,168,028
total)

3. Provide fresh fish transportation
equipment to mobile fish vendors
together with associated technical
and training assistance
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$116,168,028
rural

Country

Project

Artisan and
Fez Medina
Project

Urban Investment

1. Increase capacities of national
training systems to offer enhanced
literacy and vocational training

Percentage
Urban/Rural

100% urban

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$111,873,858
urban

0% rural

$0 rural
Assumptions:
Components 1
(of $111,873,858
through 3 are urban total)
given that
implementation is
3. Rehabilitate or construct five sites located in or benefits
along the Fez Medina tourist routes Fez and Marrakech.
2. Assist the potters of Fez and
Marrakech to meet growing demand
by investing in modern techniques
and equipment

4. Support marketing campaigns to
highlight artisans and their crafts
within the Medinas of Fez and
Marrakech

Financial
Services
Project

1. Support investment in Jaida S.A., Cannot be
a non-bank financial institution
Determined
providing microcredit
Assumptions:
2. Support the analysis of regulatory None of the
and operational requirements for
components can be
transforming legal structures of
determined because
microcredit associations to offer a there are no
broader set of financial services to indications of
clients
locations of project
implementation.
3. Help financial institutions improve
their operating efficiency and build
transparency
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Cannot be
Determined
(of $46,200,000
total)

Country

Project

Enterprise
Support
Project

Urban Investment

1. Via 3 pilot programs, measure the
outcomes of and provide additional
training to 2 existing programs
(Moukawalati and INDH) providing
business training to entrepreneurs
2. Scale up additional trainings per
results
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Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Cannot be
Determined

Cannot be
Determined

Assumptions:
None of the
components can be
determined because
there are no
indications of
locations of project
implementation.

(of $ 33,850,000
total)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Mozambique Water Supply Improve water supply and sanitation
and Sanitation services in 6 cities including Gurue,
Project
Mocuba, Nacala, Nampula, Pemba,
and Quelimane, as well as in rural
areas in the Nampula and Cabo
Delgado provinces

Percentage
Urban/Rural

70.18% urban

$142,876,228.81
urban

29.82% rural
$60,709,164.19
rural
Assumptions:
Of the 1.9 million
individuals projected (of $203,585,393
as beneficiaries of
total)
this project, 1.6
million are expected
to be from the 6
cities.
Mocuba does not fall
within the parameters
of either one of the
top 10 cities or equal
to or greater than
100,000 population.
Therefore, only 5 of
the 6 cities can be
considered urban.
Each of the 6 cities is
being equally funded.
If each city has 1/6 of
the beneficiaries, then
the total of
beneficiaries is
1,333,333 million.
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Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Roads Project 1. Rehabilitate high priority roads in 25.00 % urban
3 provinces (Cabo Delgado,
Zambézia, Nampula)
75.00 % rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$44,076,870
urban

$132,230,610
rural
Assumptions:
According to draft
MCC data, 25% of (of $176,307,480
this project is urban total)
investment
(benefiting 500,000
urban residents of the
2 million total
residents in the
Northern Provinces).

Land Tenure 1. Support development of land
Services
administration strategies, provide
Project
technical and logistical support on
land legislation, develop public
awareness campaigns, expand legal
and judicial training for mediation
and arbitration
2. Build capacity for land
administration with professional
development and training, upgrade
facilities and technology
3. Implement area-wide registration
of land rights in selected areas,
support the Community Land
Initiative
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26.32% urban

$10,282,778.40

73.68% rural

$28,785,528.60

(of $39,068,307
Assumptions:
Of the 1.9 million
total)
individuals projected
as beneficiaries of
this project, 500,000
are expected to be
urban parcel holders.

Country

Project

Farmer
Income
Support
Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

1. Control and mitigate the spread of 0% urban
Coconut Lethal Yellowing Disease
(CLYD) among the holdings of
100% rural
commercial farmers
2. Target smallholders impacted by
CLYD control and mitigation
measures to engage in crop
diversification to generate income
during the period of the coconut tree
re-growth

Nicaragua

Property
1. Provide technical support to
0% urban
Regularization government institutions to implement
Project
and sustain tenure regularization in 100% rural
León
2. Conduct area-wide cadastral
mapping in León to obtain current
property descriptions to be recorded
in a geographic information system
3. Clarify land tenure, resolve
disputes, and improve formal
documentation of property rights
4. Link municipal and national
registry and cadastral databases
5. Demarcate and legally validate the
boundaries of 4 environmentallysensitive protected areas, regularize
land rights within the perimeter of
each, and facilitate the adoption of
land use management plans by
occupants therein
6. Fund short-term technical
assistance, policy analysis and
outreach
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Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

$0 urban
$17,432,211 rural
(of $17,432,211
total)

$0 urban
$26,500,000 rural
(of $26,500,000
total)

Country

Project

Urban Investment

Transportation 1. Improve the road between Izapa
Project
and Nejapa (N-I Road) on the
outskirts of Managua

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

0% urban

$0 urban

100% rural

$92,800,000 rural

2. Upgrade (pave) key secondary
routes

(of $92,800,000
total)

3. Provide technical assistance to the
Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure (MTI) and the
Nicaraguan Road Maintenance Fund
(FOMAV)

Rural Business 1. Expand higher-profit agriculture 0% urban
Development and agribusiness by providing
Project
business development services,
100% rural
disseminating market information,
and developing improved production
techniques
2. Provide technical and financial
assistance to small- and medium-size
farms and agribusinesses to transition
to higher-profit activities, including
support that will directly offset
certain costs of small farms
3. Based on a watershed management
action plan, provide grants to
improve the water supply for
irrigation and facilitate higher value,
sustainable agriculture and forestry
in the upper watershed areas of the
region
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$0 urban
$33,700,000 rural
(of $33,700,000
total)

Country

Vanuatu

Project

Urban Investment

Percentage
Urban/Rural

Amount
Urban/Rural
(USD)

Transport
1. Rehabilitate or construct priority 8.99% urban
$5,456,031 urban
Infrastructure infrastructure including 11 road,
Project
bridge, wharf and other projects.
91.01% rural
$55,233,969 rural
Three of these projects are urban:
- Santo—East Cost Road
(of $60,690,000
Assumptions:
upgrade
Each of the 7 project total)
- Santo—South Cost Road
components is being
Bridges construction
equally funded.
- Malekula—Norsup Lakatoro
Lits Lits Road reconstruction Three of the 11 works
that comprise
2. Provide technical assistance to the Component 1 are
Public Works Department (PWD) to urban.
provide plant and equipment
maintenance (locations unknown)
Components 2 and 3
cannot be determined.
3. Provide assistance to the
development of the annual PWD
action plans and annual audits
(locations unknown)
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Appendix B: Statistical Tables

Amount and Percent of Compact Investments:
Urban, Rural, Cannot be Determined
Types of Investment by
Percentage of Project Funds
in Each Compact
Compact
Country
Armenia
Benin
Cape Verde
El Salvador
Georgia
Ghana
Honduras
Lesotho
Madagascar
Mali
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Nicaragua
Vanuatu

Total Compact
Amount
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

235,650,000.00
307,298,040.00
110,078,488.00
460,940,000.00
295,300,000.00
547,009,000.00
215,000,000.00
362,115,000.00
109,773,000.00
460,811,164.00
236,953,142.00
697,500,000.00
506,924,053.00
175,000,000.00
65,690,000.00

Amount of Project
Funds in Each
Compact
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

212,770,000.00
259,387,000.00
96,808,838.00
416,100,000.00
259,200,000.00
485,376,000.00
197,895,000.00
322,531,000.00
91,374,000.00
418,506,764.00
253,980,261.00
608,990,333.00
436,393,391.00
153,000,000.00
60,690,000.00

Urban

Rural

Cannot be
Determined

0%
77%
44%
0%
0%
10%
0%
17%
7%
44%
51%
18%
45%
0%
9%

100%
15%
56%
100%
100%
90%
100%
83%
52%
56%
49%
68%
55%
100%
91%

0%
8%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
41%
0%
0%
13%
0%
0%
0%
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Types of Investment by Amount of Project Funds in
Each Compact (USD)

Urban
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200,804,834.00
42,980,104.00
47,701,333.00
56,154,205.60
6,250,000.00
183,898,296.00
130,540,270.00
111,873,858.00
197,235,877.21
5,456,031.00

Cannot be
Determined

Rural
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

212,770,000.00
38,932,166.00
53,828,734.00
416,100,000.00
259,200,000.00
437,674,667.00
197,895,000.00
266,376,794.40
47,321,000.00
234,608,468.00
123,461,991.00
417,066,475.00
239,157,513.79
153,000,000.00
55,233,969.00

$
$ 19,650,000.00
$
$
$
$
$
$
$ 37,803,000.00
$
$ 80,050,000.00
$
$

-

Urban Investment by Type of Investment

Category of Urban
Investment
Economic
Development
Human Development
Infrastructure
Land or Property
Rights
Water and Sanitation
Total Shelter-Related
Total Non ShelterRelated

Total Funds per
Category

Percentage of Total
Project Funds

Percentage of
Urban Investment

ShelterRelated?

$
$
$

129,116,518.00
176,848,732.20
472,191,084.00

3%
4%
11%

13%
18%
48%

No
No
No

$
$

42,742,682.40
156,539,761.21

1%
4%

4%
16%

Yes
Yes

$

199,282,443.61

5%

20%

$

778,156,334.20

18%

79%

Total Project Funds:
Total Urban
Investment:

$ 4,273,002,587.00
$

982,894,808.81
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Type of Urban Project for MCC Compacts with Urban Investment

Compact
Country

Compact Project

Funding per
Project

Funding for Urban
Investment per
Project

Benin

Access to Land Project
Access to Justice Project
Access to Markets Project

$ 36,020,000.00
$ 34,270,000.00
$169,447,000.00

$
$
$

9,397,618.00
21,960,216.00
169,447,000.00

Cape Verde

Infrastructure Project

$ 78,760,208.00

$

39,380,104.00

Private Sector Development Project

$ 7,200,000.00

$

Ghana

Transportation Project

$143,104,000.00

Lesotho

Water Sector Project
Health Sector Project

Category of Urban
Investment

ShelterRelated?

Land or Property
Rights
Human Development
Infrastructure

Yes
No
No
No

3,600,000.00

Infrastructure
Economic
Development

$

47,701,333.00

Infrastructure

No

$164,028,000.00
$122,398,000.00

$
$

13,663,532.40
17,490,674.20

Yes
No

Private Sector Development Project

$ 36,105,000.00

$

24,999,999.00

Water and Sanitation
Human Development
Economic
Development

Madagascar

Finance Project

$ 35,888,000.00

$

6,250,000.00

Economic
Development

Mali

Airport Improvement Project

$ 89,631,777.00

$

89,631,777.00

Industrial Park Project

$ 94,266,519.00

$

94,266,519.00

Rail Project

$188,378,000.00

$

81,954,000.00

Property Rights Project
Vocational Education Project
Health Project

$ 23,062,286.00
$ 25,512,856.00
$ 17,027,119.00

$
$
$

Morocco

Artisan and Fez Medina Project

$111,873,858.00

Mozambique

Water Supply and Sanitation
Project
Roads Project

Mongolia

Vanatua

No

No

No

Infrastructure
Economic
Development

No

No

23,062,286.00
15,307,713.00
10,216,271.00

Infrastructure
Land or Property
Rights
Human Development
Human Development

Yes
No
No

$

111,873,858.00

Human Development

No

$203,585,393.00
$176,307,480.00

$
$

142,876,228.81
44,076,870.00

Yes
No

Land Tenure Services Project

$ 39,068,307.00

$

10,282,778.40

Water and Sanitation
Infrastructure
Land or Property
Rights

Transport Infrastructure Project

$ 60,690,000.00

$

5,456,031.00

Infrastructure

No
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No

Yes

Average Percent Urban Population and Urban Investment

Total Compact
Amount

Compact Country
Armenia
Benin
Cape Verde
El Salvador
Georgia
Ghana
Honduras
Lesotho
Madagascar
Mali
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Nicaragua
Vanuatu

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

235,650,000.00
307,298,040.00
110,078,488.00
460,940,000.00
295,300,000.00
547,009,000.00
215,000,000.00
362,115,000.00
109,773,000.00
460,811,164.00
236,953,142.00
697,500,000.00
506,924,053.00
175,000,000.00
65,690,000.00

Amount of Project Funds
in Each Compact
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

212,770,000.00
259,387,000.00
96,808,838.00
416,100,000.00
259,200,000.00
485,376,000.00
197,895,000.00
322,531,000.00
91,374,000.00
418,506,764.00
253,980,261.00
608,990,333.00
436,393,391.00
153,000,000.00
60,690,000.00

45

Percentage of
Project Funds that
are Urban

Percentage of
Population that is
Urban

0%
77%
44%
0%
0%
10%
0%
17%
7%
44%
51%
18%
45%
0%
9%

53%
30%
54%
26%
40%
26%
31%
23%
14%
20%
49%
38%
21%
38%
28%

